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I had the opportunity to attend three of the events held during the Pope’s visit to Mexico, which 

led me to reflect on the following aspects.   

1. Inclusive leadership. He is a Pope who notices and embraces all Mexicans: indigenous peoples, 
single mothers, children, politicians, and entrepreneurs…each and every one.  !

2. Empathetic leadership.   The Pope builds bridges connecting him with his fellow human beings. 
Before speaking, he listens and endeavors to understand the needs of those who approach him. This is 
the way to build bridges; by trying to understand and not impose.  !

Pope Francis leaves the red carpet in order to bless the faithful. He places people ahead of protocol; rules 
at the service of people, rather than people at the service of rules. This is one of the characteristics I most 
admire in him; his focus on the person in such a genuine way that it reflects on practically everything he 
does.!

3. Consistent leadership. The Pope’s actions are 
consistent with his words, which often speak more 
loudly than in his speeches. !

Consistency generates moral authority, which is what 
one expects of leaders. Now then, no human leader 
will attain the perfection that only corresponds to 
God, and we would be wrong to demand it from any 
human being, even from the Pope.!

4. Identification and empowerment. As Mexicans we feel closely identified with and understood by a 
Pope who speaks our language (and I don’t mean only Spanish) but also all that encompasses our rich 
Latin American culture, its splendor and its troubles. In fact, they are much more than troubles, but rather 
problems that we ourselves aggravate, such as inequality and poverty.  However, the Pope did not come 
here to judge but rather to empower. He perceives, he listens and feels along with us. Instead of 
lamenting the situation, he brings us hope and bids us to participate in the change we so yearn for.     !

 5. Corruption and anti-corruption. The Pope referred to corruption when he said, “Every time we seek 
the benefit of a chosen few to the detriment of the general good, life in society becomes fertile ground for 
corruption”.!

I believe that when we seek to benefit only a few at the expense of our compatriots, we become corrupt 
as human beings and corrupt our society, we poison it. This practice, so common at present, contrasts 
with that of Jesus, who gave his life for all of us. 
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